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“true beauty is found in 
the overlap, the space 
between the possible and 
the sublime.”

-Bradley L. Bowers

 -TRNK
 -Bend Goods
 -Goodee
 -Studio Lani
 -Sustainable Home Goods

 -Nomadory
 -Sun at Six
 -Gantri 
 -Jungalow
 -Bolé Road Textiles

 -Marie Burgos
 -Souda
 -54kibo
 -OneFortyThree
 -VidiVixi

New featured Makers:

This fall, we’re thinking about the textures of beauty. What 
makes us feel good - to touch, see, or even hear? How do 
Makers take us on a journey with their choice in texture? How 
does it make us feel? And how does it transform a space?

Previously featured favorites:



Jomo Tariku
FURNIT URE

AshantiDogon

As a young boy growing up in Ethiopia 
Jomo Tariku was always drawn to the 
eclectic art, souvenirs, and furniture 
pieces his father collected during his 
travel throughout Africa and beyond. 

Jomo’s furniture include a wide vari-
ety of artistic designs that synthesizes 
his own experience of the continents 
diverse culture, historical structures, 
architecture, traditional furniture, 
colors, artifacts, landscapes, wildlife, 
hair styles, and beyond.

https://jomotariku.com/
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Mukecha

Boraatii

Nyala Stool

Nyala Chair
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Berchi Pillow - Pumice

Bolé Road Textiles
HANDWOVEN HOME DÉCOR

New York based designer Hana 
Getachew started Bolé Road Textiles 
out of a desire to merge her love of 
Ethiopian handwoven fabrics with her 
career in interior design. 

During her eleven years at a major 
New York City architecture firm 
Hana realized her affinity for vibrant 
colors and graphic patterns was a 
direct result of her upbringing in a 
home filled with amazing traditional 
Ethiopian textiles. Her designs for 
Bolé Road are an homage to that 
cultural inheritance and a reflection 
of her own personal global modern 
aesthetic.

boleroadtextiles.com

Berchi Pillow - Dusty Rose
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Amaro Pillow - MidnightBale Pillow - Mist



Sun at Six
FURNIT URE

For Antares Yee, the creator of Sun at 
Six, quality, sustainable furniture has 
been a priority from the beginning. at 
Sun at Six – a positive side-effect of 
growing up surrounded by furniture 
design and production. Yee strives to 
design products through a global lens 
while simultaneously changing the 
narrative around Chinese design and 
production.

https://denvirenterprises.com/collec-
tions/sun-at-six

Rise Bookstand

Plume Chair Ohm Coffee Table

Woodbine Sideboard
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Crest Round Table

Aurea Coffee Table

Yucca Stand
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Arc Dining Table

Nomadory Founders Akta and Vrnda 
started their San Francisco-based 
company with minds to marry 
commerce and technology, and 
in doing so, they have built out a 
platform that digitizes supply chains 
while maintaining strong relationships 
with suppliers. Many of their suppliers 
in India are small, women-owned, or 
family businesses. 

https://denvirenterprises.com/col-
lections/nomadory

Mustard & Blue Wool Rug

Nomadory
TEXTILES
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In 2016, Ian Yang founded 
Gantri in San Francisco with a 
background in software and 
product design. Gantri has 
turned into a one-of-a-kind 
digital manufacturing company 
that puts both the planet and 
designers first. 

https://denvirenterprises.com/
collections/gantri

LIGHTING

Gantri

Signal Floor Light

Gio Task Table Light

Pluto Table Light

Word Table Light

Arc Dining Table



Half Banana Vase

Ivory Spice Rug

Jungalow
LIGHTING AND ACCESSORIES

Indigo Pouf

Jungalow started as a design 
blog in Justina Blakeney’s tiny, 
plant-filled living room back in 
2009 and has since grown into 
a lifestyle brand and the go-to 
source for design goods and 
inspiration. The shop features 
signature Justina Blakeney and 
Jungalow collections designed 
in their Los Angeles studio as 
well as a curated ensemble of 
creative, colorful, modern goods 
from around the globe. 

www.jungalow.com
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Optimism Ivory Rug 

Ochre Dipped Planter

3 Piece Ceramic Planter

Saffron Lamp Pendant
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Laghi Coffee Tables

Horizon Sofa

Marie Burgos
FURNIT URE, L IGHTING AND ACCESSORIES

From oxidized iron pendants to hand woven paper floor lamps, the Marie Burgos 
Collection’s lighting, furniture and accessory options offer a world of aesthetic 
styles while embodying an ethos of balance and harmony. 

marieburgosdesignthestore.com

Tateyama Sofa
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The Bride Floor Lamp

Edge Light Photography

Laghi Coffee Tables

Horizon Sofa

Henge Ottoman
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Souda
FURNIT URE, L IGHTING AND ACCESSORIES

Since launching its debut 
collection in 2013, Souda 
has been making a name for 
itself as an ineffable force 
in the contemporary design 
world, by steadily introducing 
new products designed by 
a growing, global cohort of 
cutting-edge designers.  
Souda creates modern  
furniture, lighting, and 
accessories engineered 
to be cherished and loved 
for years to come. 

soudasouda.com

Riff Rug

Kreten Side Tables

Signal Table Lamp
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Sass Tables

Bluff Side Chairs

Dana Pendant Cluster
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54kibo
CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN DESIGN

Amur Table Lamp

Woven Mirror Artwork

Tintsaba Sisal Basket

Nana Quagraine always loved the unique contemporary 
African design items she found on trips home. But while 
African designers often inspire global design, she realized 
these designer’s creations were largely under-represented 
and hard to access globally.  

Nana founded 54kibo along with a team of executives, 
investors, and advisors committed to sharing the vast  
creativity and talent the African diaspora has to offer  
the world.

54kibo.com
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Ndebele Necklace Lampshade

Grenada Teal CarpetWalking Bench

Extra Long Chevron Wall Hanging
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Bike Wall Rack

OneFortyThree
FURNIT URE, L IGHTING AND ACCESSORIES

Roxy Rocker

Tripod Desk Lamp

Onefortythree has quickly grown into a successful small business. Everything in 
their collection is designed and made, one at a time, by them in their shop in 
Southern Nevada. Their products are made to order and ship worldwide.

onefortythree.com
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Wall Storage Cabinet

Stout and Porter Bar Stool

Double-Jointed Swing Lamp



Hermanx Auxilliary Table

VidiVixi
SPECIALT Y FURNIT URE

Café Con Leche Occasional Table

Adam Caplowe, originally from London 
and Mark Grattan from New York City  
met in Mexico City and began working 
together in 2016.

“We saw what’s happened, past and  
present. Let us live to respond to what 
we’ve seen.”

VIDIVIXI, celebrates all movements in  
design by finding ways to create objects 
that can thrive in diverse lifestyles.

vidivixi.com
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On Second Thought Club Chair

Vivien’s Dinner Table
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TRNK
FURNIT URE AND ACCESSORIES

Segment Highback Dining Chair

TRNK Collection was developed in 
2017- their exclusive, self-designed 
product line, spearheaded by their 
collection of American-made  
upholstered seating. Much like the 
rest of their collection, the new  
series combines TRNK’s  
appreciation for elegant, yet  
practical design updated with  
understated, contemporary details.

trnk-nyc.com

JWDA Concrete Table Lamp
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Angle Chrome ChairVilja Rug in Bordeaux

Arc Sofa 25



Wood & Wire Chair

Bend Goods
WIRE FURNIT URE AND ACCESSORIES

Macrame Art Piece

Terazzo Table

Love Seat

Founder, Gaurav Nanda is a  
designer and entrepreneur. Bend 
Goods specializes in integrating 
distinct patterns, color and versatility 
into furniture + accessories made of 
wire. As they expanded their line from 
one chair to hundreds of products 
the company always stayed true to 
those original intentions established 
by Nanda.

bendgoods.com
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Modular Art Piece

Terrazzo Pot

Wood & Wire Chair

Longhorn

Louie Dining Table
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Goodee
HOME DÉCOR, ACCESSORIES,  HOME FRAGRANCES, 
PERSONAL CARE

GOODEE leads the way in curating a marketplace that brings together the values of  
good design, good people, and good purpose. With a creative and passionate team  
split between Montreal, New York, and Paris, Byron and Dexter act as creative  
directors for the global online platform — a unique destination built around  
storytelling and impactful products.

goodeeworld.com

Tweneboa Wood Portal Table

Viso Tapestry Blanket



29Edge Pots

Piippu Slow Brewer

Goodee Pillow

Pakurigo basket
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Studio Lani
SCULP T URAL L IGHTING AND FURNIT URE PIECES

Lani Adeoye is an artist-designer, driven by 
conceptual curiosity and cultural expression 
coupled with a thirst for innovation. She uses 
design as a mediation tool; fusing tradition 
and modernity, merging Art, Craft & Design; 
whilst expressing intangible cultural concepts.

studio-lani.com

Talking Stool 

ITE Lighting
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Bata Stool

Talking Stool 

Dundun Stool

Talking Stool 
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Bataya Coffee Table
Luhano Bowl

Sustainable Home Goods
SUSTAINABLE HOME GOODS + ACCESSORIES

SustainAble Home Goods is a fair trade 
décor store located in the  heart of Atlanta, 
Georgia. Through her shop, founder Latoya 
Tucciarone, is actively addressing issues of  
economic inequality, gender  inequality,  
and environmental stewardship all while  
connecting customers to beautifully made, 
high end, home decor pieces from over  25 
countries around the world. One glance at 
the shop, and you’ll find a myriad of unique 
pieces ranging anywhere from art made by 
local creatives to handwoven textiles from 
Morocco and Black Pottery pieces from 
Oaxaca, Mexico.

yoursustainablehome.com
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Maraba Planter Basket

Velero Side Table

Masaya Lounge

SACCO Vases

Tweneboa Wood Portal Table
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porter.works


